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TECHNOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT IN AN ERA OF GLOBALIZATION

Sanjaya Lall

1. Introduction

Technical progress, liberalization and the spread of globalized production systems are creating new opportunities and challenges for industrializing countries. There are, however, different perspectives on how they affect the Third World. The optimistic view is as follows. Technology is now more mobile internationally. Information is easier to access and the cost of transmitting it has fallen to very low levels. TNCs (transnational corporations), the main creators of technology, are constantly searching for new sites in which to use this technology and so are transmitting it more widely. Older technologies are readily available from smaller companies. Countries are eager to attract technology and foreign investment, particularly into export activities, and are removing barriers to imports of equipment and information. Thus, technology will flow to poor countries as they open up to trade and investment: all they need to do is to liberalize, create 'market friendly' environments and invest in infrastructure and education.

There is a less sanguine view, based on four features of technology, to which this chapter subscribes. First, new technologies are not simply transferred to poor countries and used efficiently by them in response to market forces. Considerable effort is needed to access, master, adapt and use them at competitive levels. Thus, while greater openness to technologies and trade is desirable for most of the developing countries that have pursued strongly inward-oriented policies in the past, full and rapid exposure to world markets may not be beneficial. When markets suffer from diffuse failures, liberalization can be costly and damaging, and needs to be carefully managed to conserve and improve domestic capabilities. This calls for government strategy
and intervention, but the liberalization that accompanies globalization constrains the freedom of governments to intervene.

Second, technologies are improving in terms of their skill, technology and organizational demands, making the development of capabilities more difficult for new entrants. The newest industrial entrants are disadvantaged, in that capabilities develop cumulatively, so that countries with a head start can pull further away. There may thus be growing divergence, even within the developing world, between countries that have launched effective learning and those that have not. Cumulativeness and path-dependence are ominous terms for latecomers that have not yet mounted effective technology strategies.

Third, the growth of integrated production systems, with facilities at different levels of technological complexity spread over countries, reduces the need for building local capabilities in low-wage countries. However, given economies of scale and cumulative learning, production systems are likely to concentrate in a few sites. There are likely to emerge a few major centres in each region with core industrial activities — say, one or two each in Latin America, East Asia, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle East — and countries outside these centres are likely to be increasingly marginal to production and related activities. In a world of shrinking economic distance and fewer barriers to trade and investment, global production systems are likely to be increasingly inequitably spread.

Fourth, economies of agglomeration exacerbate the inequitable spread of global production. As ‘new economic geography’ shows, cluster economies are important determinants of industrial location. These economies raise the threat of divergence.

Thus, while the mobility of knowledge and production makes it theoretically easier for all countries to access technologies and markets, it does not mean that all countries will benefit. On the contrary, there are inexorable technological forces making for divergence, not just between developed and developing countries, but also between first movers and laggards in the developing world. The pressures for liberalization that accompany globalization make it more difficult for the laggards to catch up, and this is the issue explored in this essay.

2. The Emerging Setting

The structural changes noted above are not really new. What is new today is their pace and spread, creating a qualitatively different setting for industrial activity compared to the time when most developing countries launched industrial strategies, or to the early twentieth century when the world was relatively open. The information revolution and falling transport costs have brought economies much closer. Technical change is more rapid and pervasive by activity and location. Its nature is different, as are its (tighter) links to the education and science base. Its diffusion now takes place through different mechanisms, and more stringent property rights protect it.

Technology intensive activities, with high rates of R&D spending, are growing much faster than others. We examine their export performance by looking at different technological categories. We separate primary products from manufactures, dividing the latter into four: resource-based (RB), low technology (LT), medium technology (MT) and high technology (HT). In broad terms, resource-based and low technology can be regarded as technologically ‘simple’, and ‘medium’ and high technology as ‘complex’. Table 1 shows the growth rates of exports in the period 1985–2000 in these categories.

The salient points are as follows:

• Manufactured products are the engine of global export expansion, growing nearly three times faster than primary products.

• Within the main groups of manufactures, RB products grow the slowest and HT the fastest for all groups of countries. Products with ‘natural’ advantages (i.e. primary and RB manufactures together) are not dynamic; their combined share declined from 43% to 26% over the period 1985–98.

HT products are the most dynamic, while LT and MT products grew at almost the same pace.

Table 1. Structure and growth of world exports, 1985–2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All sectors</td>
<td>1,703,582,494</td>
<td>5,534,008,649</td>
<td>8.17</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Products</td>
<td>394,190,554</td>
<td>684,751,141</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufactures</td>
<td>1,252,573,675</td>
<td>4,620,266,770</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource based</td>
<td>330,863,869</td>
<td>863,505,545</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Technology</td>
<td>241,796,065</td>
<td>862,998,972</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Technology</td>
<td>485,784,011</td>
<td>1,639,871,870</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Technology</td>
<td>198,029,682</td>
<td>1,269,387,194</td>
<td>13.19</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(of which, ICT)</td>
<td>90,151,848</td>
<td>773,119,244</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculations based on UN Comtrade database, using classification developed by Lall 2001.
RETHINKING DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS

- In terms of value, MT products remain the largest category in manufactured exports, with about 1/3 of the total, but at current rates of growth, HT products (now at over 1/5 of the total) will soon overtake them. The ‘complex’ categories (MT and HT) comprise 54% of total world and 64% of manufactured exports in 1998.

- Developing countries grew slower than developed countries in primary exports and RB manufactures. However, they grew faster in manufacturing as a whole and in most technological subcategories apart from RB. What is more interesting is that their growth lead over developed countries rose with technological intensity. This picture is intriguing. While the HT group is the most dynamic, growth rates do not rise uniformly with technological sophistication. Technology is not, in other words, the only ‘driver’ of trade dynamism, though it is a powerful force in export growth. The other important driver is the relocation of production (of labour-intensive processes) from rich to poor countries. The relocation has gathered momentum recently because of falling transport costs, trade liberalization and the aggressive search by some developing countries for export-processing FDI. To the extent that it is a once-and-for-all adjustment, however, the trade dynamism it engenders is likely to weaken. Long-term dynamism is expected to depend on such factors as demand growth, innovation and substitution – all strongly related to innovation.

Consider now distribution of manufactured exports by developing countries (Table 2). East Asia dominates all manufactured exports and all categories apart from resource-based products. Its share is growing in all categories except for LT; in HT, it commands over 85%. The other outstanding performer is Mexico, with NAFTA driving rapid export growth in all categories; the rest of Latin America does rather poorly despite massive liberalization. Sub-Saharan Africa is practically absent, with the minor exception of RB products, but even in this category it has a tiny presence relative to its strong resource base. Again, such liberalization that has taken place has done nothing to its export dynamism.

Exports in the developing world are also concentrated nationally. The largest 10 exporters account for over 80% of total manufactured exports, their dominance rising over time.

- Overall concentration is very high: in 1998, 5 countries accounted for 60% and 10 for over 80% of total manufactured exports by developing countries.

- Concentration rises with technological sophistication, reaching 96% for the leading 10 HT exporters in 1998.

- Concentration tends to rise over time. This suggests that entry barriers are rising; the ability to compete is not growing in response to liberalization.

This uneven distribution cannot be explained by differences in trade or investment policies, and it cannot be reversed by persisting with liberalization. It is based on evolutionary processes of building industrial capabilities, and the structural factors involved are difficult to change. Liberalization does not have any in-built forces to reverse cumulative causation.

Trade is also concentrated at the enterprise level, with a relatively small number of firms dominating in most industries. Of these, TNCs are the dominant force, accounting for around 2/3 of world trade. The role of giant firms from the mature industrial countries is particularly large in products with significant economies of scale in production, marketing and innovation. Of the visible trade handled by TNCs, around 1/3 is within TNC systems, between affiliates and parents, or among affiliates. Such internalized trade contains the most dynamic form of exports today: integrated international production systems, in which TNCs locate different functions or stages of production in different countries and link them tightly together.

### Table 2: Regional shares of developing countries' manufactured exports (% of developing world total)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>East Asia</th>
<th>South Asia</th>
<th>Middle East, North Africa</th>
<th>East, Latin America, incl. Mexico</th>
<th>Latin America excl. Mexico</th>
<th>Mexico</th>
<th>Africa incl. South Africa</th>
<th>Africa excl. South Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>47.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lall 2001.

*Note: ‘Africa’ denotes Sub-Saharan Africa only.*
Affiliates participating in such systems tend to produce on a massive scale (thereby realizing enormous economies of scale) and use the latest technologies, skills and managerial techniques. However, other global industries (now commonly called ‘global value chains’) are also more tightly organized than before. Even in the field of low technology activities, where FDI is not important (clothing is a good example), there are a few lead players that manage production and marketing; many are international buyers without significant overseas direct investment.

Large companies with transnational operations also increasingly dominate innovation: the creation of new technologies and organizational methods that drives competitiveness in all but the simplest activities. Despite innovation by smaller enterprises in new information-based industries, large TNCs account for growing shares of business-funded R&D spending in mature industrial countries. About 90% of world R&D expenditure is in the OECD countries. Within this group, seven countries (led by the USA) account for 90% of R&D, the USA alone for 40%. In the USA, just 50 firms (of a total of over 41,000) account for nearly half of industry-funded R&D. Access to new technologies thus involves access to the knowledge and skills of these leaders, which are increasingly unwilling to part with their most valuable technologies without a substantial equity stake. Thus, FDI becomes the most important—often the only—way of obtaining cutting-edge technologies.

FDI has become a major driver of export competitiveness. In the developing world, the highest shares of affiliates in manufactured exports are in Singapore, Malaysia and Philippines (over 70% each), but TNCs also account for substantial shares in Thailand, Indonesia and China (50% or more). In Latin America, foreign affiliates account for 30% of exports by Argentina and 37% by Mexico (although the foreign share of manufactured exports in Mexico is much higher, given the TNCs’ dominant role in maquiladora exports).

However, FDI is highly concentrated. At the regional level, South and East Asia and Latin America together account for 93% of total FDI flows to developing countries. The 43 least developed countries receive only half of 1% in the period, and their share does not increase over time. By contrast, the 10 leading host countries raise their shares over the period from 64 to 76%, with Asia and Latin America attracting most inflows to the developing world.

3. Technology in developing countries

Developing countries do not ‘innovate’ in the sense of creating new products or processes. They do invest in technological effort, but this involves acquiring, mastering and improving upon existing technologies rather than shifting the frontiers of knowledge. In fact, they often have to undertake greater effort than their counterparts in advanced economies, because their absorptive capacities are much lower. Absorbing technologies is not a trivial or costless task, and industrial success depends on how well the process is managed. Since all countries have access to the same international technical knowledge, a critical determinant of industrial performance is technological ‘learning’ by different countries. The understanding of this phenomenon is critical to the argument of this chapter.

This is not how received economic theory depicts technology in developing countries. By contrast, it assumes that firms in developing countries operate with full knowledge of all technologies they are on a universal, well-specified and well-behaved production function. Given the right market prices for inputs and outputs, they pick the technologies appropriate to national factor endowments. By definition, all firms in an industry facing the same prices choose the same technologies. There are no tacit elements in the transfer, no learning costs and no need to adapt. All firms immediately use technologies with the same efficiency. Technical inefficiency must be due to managerial slack or incompetence, since there are no learning costs.

According to this argument, there is no meaningful technological activity in countries that use existing knowledge. There is, at most, a simple learning process: costs decline as a new plant is ‘run in’ and productivity rises from repetitive production. Such processes are relatively trivial, predictable and similar across industries. The learning process is passive, and does not involve investment, risk or long maturation periods. There is no need to build the capability to use new technology, or to distinguish between industries in learning.

Firms are believed to acquire and use technologies as individual units, essentially in isolation. There are no linkages between them, and no externalities resulting from individual efforts to generate skills and information. The development of specialization among firms and industries relies solely on information exchanged in anonymous market transactions. The setting for technology acquisition and deployment has no historical, institutional or social context and is the same everywhere. Since there are no technological externalities, there is also no need to coordinate investments across activities in the same locality or value chain. Nor are there some sets of activities more significant for industrial development than others: none offers greater or more beneficial externalities and learning potential does not differ.

Where learning exists, firms are assumed to have the information and foresight to finance the (predictable) process by borrowing in capital markets. If capital markets are not fully efficient, infant industry protection may be a second-best measure. However, any protection must be moderate and
uniform across activities to minimize resource misallocation. Since no technologies are more difficult, or involve more externalities, than others, there is no need to be selective in promoting particular industries. There is also no need for different policies by countries at different levels of development. A uniform approach across countries, as well as within them, is the least distortionary.

In this framework, the evolution of competitive advantage depends on the accumulation of factors rather than the building of new capabilities. As endowments grow, firms automatically and costlessly shift across technologies. There is no need for policy to dynamize competitive advantage. 'Getting prices right' is necessary and sufficient to promote development.

A large body of research suggests that this picture is wrong and misleading. While technological hardware (equipment) is available to all countries, the disembodied elements of technology are not transferred like physical products. Technical knowledge is difficult to locate, price and evaluate. Its transfer cannot be embodied in equipment or instructions, designs or blueprints. Unlike the sale of goods, in which transactions are complete when physical delivery has taken place, the successful transfer of technology is a prolonged process, involving local learning to complete the transaction. The embodied elements can be used at best practice levels only if they are complemented by a number of tacit elements that must be developed locally.

The need for learning exists in all cases, even when the seller of the technology provides assistance, though the costs vary by technology, firm and country. Learning calls for conscious, purposive efforts — to collect new information, 'try things out', create new skills and operational routines and strike new external relationships. This process has to be located at the production facility and embodied in the institutional setting of the enterprise. This process is strikingly different from textbook depictions of technology transfer. We will summarize the ten most important features of technology capability development.

First, learning is a real and significant process. It is vital to industrial development, and is primarily conscious and purposive rather than automatic and passive. Second, firms do not have full information on technical alternatives; rather, they function with imperfect, variable and rather hazy knowledge of technologies. There is no uniform, predictable learning curve each firm has a unique learning path depending on its initial situation and subsequent efforts. Each faces risk, uncertainty and additional cost in learning. Differences between learning are larger between firms in countries at differing levels of development.

Third, firms may not know how to build up the necessary capabilities — learning itself has to be learned. Enterprises may not be able to predict if, when, how and at what cost they learn enough to become competitive, even where the technology is well known elsewhere. This adds to the uncertainty of learning.

Fourth, firms cope not by maximizing a well-defined objective function but by developing organizational and managerial satisfying 'routines', which they adapt over time as they collect new information, learn from experience and imitate other firms. Thus, learning tends to be 'path dependent' and cumulative. Once embarked on, technological trajectories are difficult to change suddenly, and patterns of specialization persist over long periods.

Fifth, the learning process is technology specific. Some technologies are more embodied in equipment while others have greater tacit elements. Process technologies (like chemicals) are more embodied than engineering technologies (machinery or electronics), and demand different (often less) effort. Different technologies involve different learning costs, risks and duration, and differ in their linkages: there are 'easy' and 'difficult' technologies (garment assembly is 'easier' than textile manufacture, which is 'easier' than making textile machinery). Capabilities in one activity may not be easily transferable to another, and policies to promote learning in one may not be very useful in another. Different technologies involve different breadth of skills and knowledge, some needing a narrow range of specialization and others a wide range.

Sixth, different technologies have different degrees of interaction with outside sources of knowledge (firms, consultants, equipment suppliers or technological institutions). These differences lead to different costs, risks and duration.

Seventh, capability building involves effort at all levels: procurement, production, process or product engineering, quality management, maintenance, inventory control, outbound logistics, marketing and external links. 'Innovation' in terms of formal R&D is at one end of the spectrum of technological activity. It does not exhaust it. Most learning in developing countries arises in mundane technical activities, but formal R&D becomes important in complex technologies where efficient absorption requires experimentation.

Eighth, technological development can take place different 'depths'. The deeper the levels of technological capabilities, the higher the cost, risk and duration involved. It is possible for an enterprise to become, and remain, a good user of imported technologies without developing the ability to 'decode' the processes in order to significantly adapt, improve or reproduce them, or to create new products or processes. This is not optimal for long-term capability development. Without technological deepening, the enterprise or country remains dependent on external sources for major expansion or improvement to its technologies — a costly and possibly inefficient outcome.
We now consider the main structural determinants of technology development in the Third World, starting with skills. Skills arise from a variety of sources: formal education, vocational training, in-firm training, specialized training outside the firm and learning on the job. The relative importance of these sources varies according to economic structure, the nature of knowledge utilized and the level of development. Basic schooling and literacy may be sufficient to absorb simple industrial technologies. Advanced schooling and tertiary education become important as more complex knowledge is tackled. Sophisticated modern technologies require high levels of numeracy and a broad base of skills on the shopfloor. They also need a high proportion of technical personnel.

It is difficult to compare skill formation across countries. Informal skill creation on the job is difficult to measure. Data on enterprise training are patchy and incomplete. The available data only allow us to compare enrolments across countries for formal education. Even this has problems. Definitions of education levels are not uniform. The quality of education differs greatly, as does the relevance of the curriculum. Enrolment rates do not show differences in completion rates. Nevertheless, enrolment data are available on a comparable basis, and the rates reveal something about the base for skill acquisition.

Table 3 shows broad enrolment patterns for the main groups of countries, including developed and transition economies. The regional enrolment rates are simple averages, not weighted by the relevant populations. They show increases in enrolment rates in all regions. They also show large disparities. Sub-Saharan Africa lags at all, particularly tertiary, levels of education. The four mature Tiger economies of Asia (Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong) lead the developing world at higher levels, just slightly lagging behind the developed economies. The new Tigers (Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines), Latin America and Middle East/North Africa are roughly similar in their secondary and tertiary level enrolments, just behind the levels reached in the transition economies. South Asia and China have low levels of tertiary enrolment, but China is considerably stronger at the secondary level. To the extent that these indicators are valid, they show large gaps in the skill base for competitiveness.

The breakdown of tertiary enrolments in technical subjects is more relevant for the assessment of capabilities to absorb technological knowledge and, of these, enrolments in engineering are the most significant. Table 4 shows the total numbers enrolled in tertiary education and in the three main technical subjects (science, mathematics/computing and engineering) by region in 1995, with regional averages weighted by population. The figures show much wider dispersion in skill creation than the general enrolment rates.

4. Structural determinants of technology development

The ability of a country to undertake effective technological effort depends on a complex interaction between its incentive system, factor markets and institutions. The interaction is context specific. It reflects national (regional) policies, resources, support institutions, infrastructure, the inherited skill base, business practices, culture and history. Policies on trade, competition and labour, for instance, affect a firm's learning by influencing the signals it receives from the market. The resource base affects the relative cost and benefit of different learning trajectories. Support institutions affect how firms meet the information, skill, finance and other needs that are difficult to satisfy in open markets. Infrastructure determines the cost of operation and interaction with the outside world. The skill base that firms draw upon determines what and how they learn. The social and business setting, the product of past experience and tradition, is also very important: it affects how firms relate to, and cooperate with, each other.
Table 3: Enrolment Ratios
(percentage of age groups)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 level</td>
<td>2 level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing countries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub Saharan Africa</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Tigers</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 new Tigers</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Asia</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition economies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Economies</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N America</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia/N Zealand</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculated from UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, various.

The Asian NIEs enrol over 33 times the proportion of their population in technical subjects (Table 4) than in Sub Saharan Africa (including South Asia). The ratio is twice that of industrial countries, nearly 5 times that of Latin America and the new NIEs, and over 10 times that of South Asia and China.

Much technological effort is informal, consisting of tinkering, improvements, adaptations and copying, rather than formal R&D. Over time, R&D becomes more important as countries use increasingly complex technologies and have to use formal R&D to understand, absorb and adapt such technologies and develop new technologies. The R&D data (Table 5) show the same unevenness as skill formation – unsurprisingly, both are strongly linked. The best measure of industrial technology is productive enterprise financed R&D. As a percentage of GNP, this is nearly 400 times higher in the mature Asian Tigers than it is in Sub Saharan Africa, and around 10 times higher than in the new NIEs and Latin America.
Table 5: R&D priorities and manpower in major country groups

| Country or region | Total R&D spend (billion USD) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) | R&D as % of GDP (%) | R&D as % of total government expenditure (%) |
|-------------------|------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|---------------------|---------------------------------------------|
| Developed nations | 2,704.245                    | 1.94                | 53.7                                        | 55.0                                        | 0.94                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        |
| Developing nations | 2,704.245                    | 1.94                | 53.7                                        | 55.0                                        | 0.94                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        |
| Less developed nations | 2,704.245                    | 1.94                | 53.7                                        | 55.0                                        | 0.94                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        | 0.11                | 0.11                                        |

Note: (a) Only including countries with data and with over 1 million inhabitants in 1995. (b) USA, Canada, Western Europe, Japan, Australia and New Zealand. (c) Includes Middle East, South Asia, East Asia, Latin America, and other less developed countries.

Source: Lall 2001.

Figure 1. Foreign direct investment as % of gross domestic investment, 1997

These averages conceal large natural differences. The leader in the developing world is Korea, which is neck-and-neck with Japan (and second in the world after Sweden). Taiwan comes next, spending the same proportion as the UK and a higher proportion than the Netherlands or Italy. Singapore follows, with TNC affiliates conducting the bulk of industrial R&D. These three Tigers are in a different class from other developing countries. Some successful exporters (like Mexico, Thailand, Philippines or Indonesia) conduct little R&D and depend heavily on TNCs to provide innovative inputs. This may be viable in the short-term but not in the long-term. Some, like India, have significant industrial R&D, but lag technologically because of obsolete trade strategies or infrastructure problems. Most others, with weak industrial sectors, make little or no technological effort. They risk being caught in a vicious spiral of industrial backwardness, low skills, low FDI inflows and little ability to absorb or improve on modern technologies.

We have remarked on the skewed distribution of FDI. Figure 1 shows FDI as a percentage of gross domestic investment in 1997 (the picture is similar over the longer term). Reliance on FDI differs sharply among the newly-industrializing countries, with very high reliance in Malaysia and Singapore of the East Asian countries, and in most of Latin America. There is low reliance in Korea and Taiwan, which deliberately restricted inward FDI at the critical stage of building local innovative capabilities. This suggests a trade-off between deepening technological capabilities and relying on ready-made technology from TNCs.
Note that in Latin America, unlike East Asia, much of recent FDI has (with the exceptions of Mexico and Costa Rica) gone into resource-based activities and services, and not into export-oriented manufacturing. Thus, Latin America has not entered dynamic value chains; its lag in electronics is particularly striking. With local firms unable to mount the technological effort to become competitive in hi-tech activities, Latin America now has a low-growth export structure with less spillover and learning benefits from FDI than in East Asia.

We noted the conflict between relying on technology transfers via FDI and developing innovative capabilities. FDI is an effective means of transferring new technologies rapidly and deploying them in production. It is a less effective means of building local capabilities (beyond those needed for production). It is not in the economic interest of TNCs to launch R&D in all affiliates and, where they do start R&D, to go beyond adaptive work in most developing countries. However, host countries have to promote innovation as industrialization continues to take place. It is for this reason that Korea and Taiwan promoted local R&D by restricting FDI.

5. Trade policy for industrial development

Current wisdom eschews trade interventions for industrial development. Its reasoning is based on neoclassical trade theory: free trade promotes the optimal allocation of resources (except when a country has monopoly power in trade). This is based on stringent assumptions, including no scale economies, 'well-behaved' production functions, full information, identical technologies across countries, no learning costs, no risk or uncertainty and so on. All these assumptions are unrealistic and theorists have relaxed several over time. However, perhaps the most unrealistic assumption - and the one most ignored in subsequent refinements - is that there are no capabilities involved in using technologies in developing countries.

The capability approach suggests that free markets cannot give the right signals for resource allocation in the presence of market failures. Free trade leads to latecomers under-investing in 'difficult' technologies, because firms cannot fully recoup their costs when faced with competitors that have already undergone learning or have stronger national learning systems. The market failures arise in encouraging entry into difficult technologies or those with widespread externalities, and in coordinating decisions by numerous enterprises that engage in independent learning but that draw heavily on each other.

On its own, protection does not constitute adequate industrial policy: it will not lead to competitive capabilities if factor markets facing firms are deficient. If the labour market cannot provide the new skills needed, the financial market the capital to finance learning, or the technology market the information needed to master new technologies, protection will result in inefficiency. It is vital to combine protection with improvements in the relevant factor markets - trade policy must be part of a larger strategy.

Intervention to restore efficient allocation must vary by activity according to technology and linkages. Uniform support across activities makes as little sense as non-intervention. However, industrial policy can only work if enterprises take advantage of protection to invest in building capabilities. If they simply collect rents in protected markets they will end up with inadequate capabilities. The secret of effective trade policy lies in combining the sheltering of learning with a stimulus to build capabilities. The best stimulus comes from international competition. It is perfectly possible to combine protection with international competition through the provision of limited protection or the offsetting protection by strong export incentives; indeed, this is exactly what was done by the most successful Asian Tigers.

Trade interventions must be geared to remedying market failures, and should be removed once the failures have been overcome. They should not be the kind of haphazard, open-ended and non-selective protection used by import-substituting regimes. These regimes did not offset the cushion offered by protection with the sharp edge of competition.

Similar arguments apply to the liberalization of protected regimes. Industries set up behind protective barriers are often technically inefficient. The remedy is not to expose them rapidly to international competition. Activities are not 'efficient' or 'inefficient' in some absolute sense; many can be made efficient if supported in 'relearning' capabilities. This needs time and support. Liberalization has to be gradual and coordinated with factor market interventions.

All good economists admit the case for trade interventions, but many argue that practical difficulties make them unfeasible. To the committed neoliberal, market failures are always less costly than government failures. While many governments have certainly ‘failed’ with industrial policy in the past, there is sufficient evidence that this is neither universal nor necessary. Effective industrial policy was mounted successfully in several East Asian economies,9 as it was earlier by most currently developed countries.20 Korea started with light industry, but protected, subsidized and intervened in various ways to deepen its industrial structure. It directed (and often subsidized) credit to promote entry into complex technologies. It forced firms to raise local content. It restricted FDI and intervened in the technology transfer process to raise local capabilities. It created giant conglomerates (the chaebol) to lead its export and technological push. It guided and promoted R&D and skill formation. It set up a massive technology infrastructure geared to the
needs of selected industries. It ignored intellectual property rights to promote copying and reverse engineering.

All these measures constituted a coherent package aimed at the objective of entering difficult industries with significant local integration under national ownership, and with a steady upgrading of innovative capabilities. The same strategic approach guided its liberalization. Korea opened its economy gradually and in a controlled manner, behind a sustained export push that enabled firms to restructure and expand while building the ability to compete in world markets. The opening-up during the 1980s did not result in dislocation or unemployment. It was only much later when Korea adopted the ill-advised policy of premature and rapid financial liberalization that the crash came.

6. Conclusions

Successful industrialization depends vitally on the ability of each country to cope effectively with technical change. Globalization does not reduce the role of local capabilities. On the contrary, it raises it because technical efficiency in each location becomes the final determinant of success. Technical efficiency requires access to new technologies from across the world, but simply exposing value chain to international trade, investment and other flows is not enough. Various measures must be undertaken — by enterprises and by supporting factor markets, institutions and governments — to ensure that knowledge and other resources are used properly.

The evidence reveals growing diversity in the developing world’s industrial performance in the face of liberalization and globalization: an unfortunate but intrinsic feature of the new technology-driven economy. Skill development, industrial specialization, enterprise learning and institutional change create cumulative and self-reinforcing processes that promote or retard further learning. Countries set on a pattern with a low technology, low skill and low learning specialization find it increasingly difficult to change course without a concerted shift in a large number of interacting markets and institutions. Economic liberalization may help them to realize their static comparative advantages based on inherited ‘endowments’ such as natural resources and cheap unskilled labour. However, it may not lead them to develop the more dynamic (skill- and technology-based) advantages needed to sustain growth. Thus, they risk becoming outsiders in a world of rapid technological change, new skill needs and integrated production systems. They may suffer from long-term ‘immiserizing’ growth, having to export larger amounts of products facing static or declining prices in order to import given amounts of foreign products.

The ‘insiders’ are the relatively few developing countries that have been able to launch themselves on a high-learning path. The insiders also differ, depending on the strategies adopted. We may distinguish two general strategies: autonomous and FDI dependent. Autonomous strategies — Korea and Taiwan — entail massive industrial policy and accompanying interventions in factor markets and institutions. They lead to rapid development and deepening of indigenous skills and technological capabilities, with the ability to keep abreast of new technologies and become significant global players.

FDI-dependent strategies comprise two sub-strategies, targeted and passive. Targeted strategies — e.g. those in Singapore — also entail considerable industrial policy, but the intensity of interventions is lower than in those with autonomous strategies. The sources of technical change remain largely outside, in the hands of TNCs; for this reason, there is less need to intervene to promote learning in infant industries. However, industrial policy is needed to ensure the development of the relevant skills, capabilities and institutions required to ensure that TNCs keep transferring new technologies and functions.

Passive FDI strategies — as in Malaysia, Thailand or Mexico — involve less industrial policy in export-oriented activities (though there may be intervention in domestic-oriented activity). TNCs are attracted mainly by low wages for unskilled or semi-skilled labour, and good infrastructure, given a conducive macro environment and welcoming policies to FDI. Subsequent dynamism and upgrading does need more intervention, since with rising wages continued growth depends on whether TNCs can be induced to upgrade from simple assembly into more advanced activities with greater local content. The government has to help deepen the local skill and supplier base, and to target FDI. Without such capability development, the initial spur of growth may peter out. Countries, like Malaysia, that have attracted high-technology assembly activities are better placed than those (like Bangladesh, Mauritius or Sri Lanka) that have only attracted low-technology clothing. High-technology assembly creates a stronger base (with higher sunk costs) than low technology assembly, though it is also vulnerable if skills do not rise pari passu with the changing demands of the industry. The ‘new Tigers’ of East Asia (Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines) are extremely susceptible to competition from lower-wage China, which offers a more attractive domestic market, highly productive labour and a large supply of technical skills.

Simply opening up to trade and investment flows is not an adequate strategy for countries at the low end of the technology ladder. Stabilization and liberalization can remove the constraints to growth caused by poor macro management, inefficient public enterprises, high entry costs for private enterprises and restrictions on FDI. However, it cannot allow the economy to build more advanced capabilities, to escape a low-level equilibrium trap. Evidence
on Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe and Ghana shows that after an initial spurt of growth, liberalizing economies with static capabilities slow down as their initial advantages are exhausted. The spurt that comes from using underutilized capacity as imported inputs and spares become available. As import competition in product markets increases, enterprises find it difficult to cope, closing down or withdrawing into non-traded activities. Without strategic support from the government, they find it difficult to bridge the gap between their skills and capabilities and those needed for international competitiveness. New enterprises find it even more difficult to enter complex activities with even more stringent skill and technology requirements.

There is a danger, therefore, that industrial structures in low-income countries with passive industrial policy regresses into simple activities that do not provide a basis for rapid growth. This is one reason why liberalization has had poor results in Sub-Saharan Africa. Liberalization has also led to technological regression in many countries of Latin America, with relatively weak growth and competitive performance. These countries often have a large base of capabilities in such industries as food processing and automobile manufacture, but find it difficult to move into dynamic high-tech activities.

The rule-setting part of the international system that deals most directly with development (the Bretton Woods institutions and increasingly the WTO) has so far been more concerned with facilitating globalization rather than helping countries cope with its demands. This approach has been based on the implicit premise that markets and rules to promote market forces will accomplish both objectives: liberalization is the best policy response for all countries. As a result of external pressures, as well as domestic strategic changes, there has been considerable liberalization in the developing and transition worlds. Governments are withdrawing from direct ownership of productive resources and also from the provision of a number of infrastructure services. They play a steadily diminishing role in the allocation of productive resources. The ultimate objective of the current phase of reforms is a liberal production, trading and investment framework where the driving force comes from private enterprises responding to market signals.

There is much to welcome in these trends. Many government interventions to promote development have done poorly, and have constrained rather than helped growth and welfare. Giving greater play to market forces will contain many of the inefficiencies and rent seeking inherent in government intervention. However, as noted, simply opening up to market forces does not deal with many structural problems of development. The most successful developing countries in recent economic history (the Asian NIEs) intervened intensively in markets, with many different strategies to build up their competitive capabilities. Their experience suggests that there is a significant role for government in providing the 'collective goods' needed for sustained development. The issue is not whether, but how, governments should intervene. In the absence of renewed international support for (new forms of) industrial policy, current global forces will lead to further divergence in industrial and income growth. This will cause intolerable pressures in a world thrust closer together—the same technological forces that are causing structural divergence also lead to more intense social and political interactions. Many policy makers and analysts see that inequities are rising, but so widespread and insidious are the neoliberal arguments that they are unable to understand the structural forces at work. The first step for the development economics profession must be to understand and explain these; the next must be to devise an appropriate policy response.
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INDUSTRIAL POLICY IN THE EARLY 21ST CENTURY: THE CHALLENGE OF THE GLOBAL BUSINESS REVOLUTION

Peter Nolan

Suppose giant multinational corporations (say 300 from the US and 200 from Europe and Japan) succeed in establishing themselves as the dominant form of international enterprise and come to control a significant share of industry (especially modern industry) in each country. The world economy will resemble more and more the United States economy, where each of the large corporations tends to spread over the entire continent, and to penetrate almost every nook and cranny.

Introduction

In the 1990s, the global business revolution produced an unprecedented concentration of business power in large corporations headquartered in the high-income countries. This period saw the full flowering of the in-built tendency of the capitalist system to concentration. There was a high-speed firm-level concentration across the value chain on a global scale in a wide range of industrial sectors. The world's leading companies established competitive advantages with high global market share, global brands, high R&D and IT expenditure, and core business focus. They are able to sustain their competitive advantages well into the 21st century.

At the heart of the global business revolution is a new form of 'separation of ownership and control'. In the epoch of the global business revolution, facilitated by advances in IT, core firms within the value chain exercise tight control over firms across the whole value chain, both upstream and downstream. Firms that wish to be selected as 'aligned' or 'partner' suppliers to the leading